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Robust and Reliable!

Tekno Pallet Stackers/De-Stackers

Tekno has stacked it’s reputation on our ability to lead the industry with modular solutions.  For 
decades Tekno has developed conveyor and assemblies line equipment to satisfy the worlds 
largest and most sophisticated companies.  We are an industry leader in providing and 
implementing turnkey systems across all markets.  With Tekno’s long standing conveyor systems 
in conjunction with our pallet stackers and de-stackers we can offer solutions unlike any other!

Our pallet stackers can be configured to work directly with your existing pallets.  We offer custom 
design solutions to ensure we provide a robust and reliable solution for your system.  We design 
the solutions so it can be a stacker or de-stacker without changing set-ups.  Small or large our 
stackers can do the job!
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Tekno Pallet Stackers and Destackers

Lift/Stacker:
 Robust lift w/built in stacking 

functionality
 Change elevations for 

loading/unloading after stacking
 Variable stacking heights based on 

pallet requirements
 Fully guarded and enclosed
 Up to 250 fpm lifting speed
 Up to 2,000 lbs. lifting capacity

Pneumatic Stacker
 Two-stage pneumatic lifting platform
 Simple pneumatic controls
 Completely in-line design can be dropped 

in anywhere along a conveyor section
 Adjustable stacking quantity
 Fully guarded
 Fast cycle times
 Up to 500 lbs lifting capacity



Tekno Pallet Stackers and Destackers
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Tekno can design 
and build a 
customized solution 
to meet your need.  
Utilizing our off-the-
shelf structural 
extrusion and 
components our 
engineers can design 
a solution for the 
toughest 
applications.  We 
can review your 
application and find 
a solution to fit your 
needs.  

We have over 30 years of 
experience in factory 
automation and custom 
solutions.  We can design, 
test and build a product to 
meet your unique factory 
automation challenges.  We 
work with your team to 
ensure our stacker and 
destacker solution will meet 
your requirements for safety, 
reliability and durability.
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